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Assertive and Soulful Piano, With a Slow
Backbeat and a Spirit of Flow
By NATE CHINEN SEPT. 7, 2011

If every great jazz pianist needs a “Live at the Village Vanguard” album, made with a
fine trio, the time is ripe for Geri Allen. True, she already released such an album, for
a Japanese label, with two of the best possible partners — the bassist Charlie Haden
and the drummer Paul Motian — but that was 20 years ago, and it’s no longer in
print. (Look to iTunes for your copy.) A lot can happen to a determined and
introspective artist since then.

And Ms. Allen firmly fits that description. She’s working at the Village Vanguard
this week with the bassist Kenny Davis and the drummer Jeff (Tain) Watts, and if
there are plans to record the engagement — besides the Wednesday-night broadcast
and an online video stream coordinated by NPR and WBGO-FM (88.3 in the New
York region) — she hasn’t said anything about them. Which means you should hedge
your bets and head to the club, where she’ll be through Sunday. What she’s doing
there constitutes a vital update.

Her brand of pianism, assertive and soulful, has long suggested a golden mean
of major postwar styles. She just as easily deploys the slipstream whimsy of Herbie
Hancock, the earthy sweep of McCoy Tyner and the swarming agitation of Cecil
Taylor. (Last year Ms. Allen released a solo piano album, “Flying Toward the Sound,”
on the Motéma label, naming those three figures as inspiration.) She also seems to
have absorbed useful information from Randy Weston and Kenny Barron. But what



you hear in her playing isn’t a jumble of influences; she has her own point of view,
and she’s clearer about it now than ever.

She was generous with her output during the week’s first set on Tuesday night,
which began with a vintage original, “Drummer’s Song.” The tune fulfilled its stated
function, becoming the first of several muscular polyrhythmic showcases for Mr.
Watts. The framework bracketing his solo, a vamp with a shifting time signature,
could have resulted in something jagged and fitful, but the trio made it otherwise,
upholding a spirit of flow.

Ms. Allen and Mr. Davis have been working together regularly in recent years;
her bond with Mr. Watts, though it goes back quite a few years, hasn’t been
reinforced in a while. That may be why he so often kept his eyes trained in her
direction, intent on locking into her groove. It could also account for some of the
freshness in Tuesday’s set, the intimation of musical relationships being tested and
renewed.

Among the eight pieces performed a few fell along the swinging post-bop
continuum, including themes by Mr. Watts and the clarinetist Don Byron. Elsewhere
came songs that employed an unhurried backbeat: notably a reharmonized version
of Smokey Robinson’s “Tears of a Clown” and a simmering R&B tune called
“Unconditional Love,” from the drummer Terri Lyne Carrington’s new album, on
which Ms. Allen appears.

At almost every turn Ms. Allen played with supple authority and unforced restraint,
and her band mates followed her lead. Their chemistry is likely only to improve over
the next few nights, which is saying something.

The trio performs through Sunday at the Village Vanguard, 178

Seventh Avenue South, at 11th Street, West Village; (212) 255-4037,

villagevanguard.com.
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